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A USUK war of choice 
 For seven years, until 2006, Putin, while re-establishing the Russian state and ending the 
meltdown of Russian society occasioned by Western influence during the disastrous Yeltsin years, 
proposed the integration of the revived Russian state with the West. This made him, temporarily, a 
western hero. He addressed the Bundestag in 2001 in fluent German, which he called “the language 
of Goethe, Schiller and Kant”, pleading for Russia to be allowed “join Germany and Europe on the 
path to freedom and democracy”. The assembled German politicians responded with an enthusiastic 
standing ovation. He also attempted to turn Yeltsin’s chaotic political system into one that 
functioned like a western one, with standard parties, elections and, as everywhere in the western 
world, a purely nominally autonomous judiciary. 

 After the 9/11 incident, Putin supported the West’s all-world-embracing “War on Terror” and the 
forever-wars that followed across the Middle East, destroying a series of states and reducing the 
area to ruins and murderous mayhem. He facilitated these USUK-led invasions by providing the use 
of Russian military bases and logistical support. He did this in the mistaken belief that Russia was to 
become part of the West. And the West loved it, with a smiling Blair having himself photographed 
with Putin and the western cultural baubles, Bono and Geldof, supplied by Ireland. Putin not only did 
not object to NATO’s “defensive” operations as far afield as Afghanistan, but proposed that Russia 
join NATO for the alliance to become a world security system. He also proposed that Russia join the 
EU, making it a truly European economic order. He suppressed an Islamist-criminal regime in 
Chechnya using methods and justifications identical to those employed by the West in its “special 
military operations” in the Middle East. But all his advances were arrogantly rebuffed.  

 The turning point came with the West’s resurrection of a Kennan-type “containment” strategy 
after Putin dealt with its crossing of the NATO/Georgia “red line” in 2008. Putin abandoned his 
western-friendly strategy while the West applied the first of thereafter escalating illegal sanctions 
(economic warfare) against him. Putin decided firstly, as a backstop, to cultivate a relationship and 
eventual alliance with China. China, believing itself indispensable to Western economic globalisation, 
was initially reluctant, until it found itself the target of a similar escalating containment campaign 
and became cautiously responsive to Putin’s advances. Secondly, Putin sought a legally binding 
“framework” with the West to settle the unstable security faultine in Europe, de-escalating points of 
tension and formalising political and military boundaries. Putin would eventually succeed in his first 
aim (China) but not in his second (European military and political security).  

 The restoration of Russian strength and welfare under Putin was viewed with alarm in the west 
and as a “threat”. Following the Georgian affair the West moved to consolidate its hold over 
troublesome former Russia-friendly countries such as Serbia, by flooding them with EU funding 
conditional on political compliance. It also exploited the openings which Putin’s western liberalism 
had created within Russia to cultivate oppositional groups and media against him. After the US-
managed coup in Ukraine in 2014, Russia seized the Crimea and after a referendum incorporated it 
into Russia itself. The western response was to further escalate political and economic warfare. 

 The war of containment by the West against China/Russia has now been underway for nearly a 
decade. USUK, with the EU in toe, declared Russia/China to be their “strategic rivals”, which, 
diplomatically, is a label just short of “enemy”, though that term is also liberally used. There are 
minor disagreements within US foreign policy circles which the western media greatly exaggerate to 
present as the workings of a wonderful liberal system. But the extent of disagreement is little more 
than over which of China or Russia is Enemy No. 1 or Enemy No. 2 at any given time. There is no 



debate over the core aim, that the US must remain the dominant or hegemonic power in the world. 
The US policy elite recently concluded, after some wavering on whether Russia and China could be 
turned against each other, that they should henceforward be treated as joint Enemy No. 1 and be 
jointly “contained”. Sanctions have been liberally applied against companies and individuals, 
technology transfers, academic exchanges, trade and unwanted “aliens”. Although illegal under its 
own “international law” unless approved by the UN Security Council, US sanctioning has a long 
history, having been applied over decades to police recalcitrant Latin American states acting at odds 
with the Monroe Doctrine, which the US does not tolerate. An extreme version of economic war was 
trialled against Iran and Venezuela and perfected as a type of total blockade, and this is now being 
applied for the first time against a Great Power, Russia, with the spectacular aim of collapsing the 
enemy’s economy and eliminating it from the global capitalist system. China knows it’s next. 

 A US “ally” such as Israel may occupy and annex other countries’ territories at will and carry out 
punitive raids, massacres and assassinations among captive native populations with impunity. But 
those that displease the leader of the Free World can expect economic devastation. Afghanistan, 
after its resistance movement assumed control of the state on the exit of the imperial force, has had 
its central bank assets simply confiscated by the US for not being what it could by definition never 
be: a compliant liberal democracy. Biden simply confiscated these reserves for distribution to 
“victims of 9/11” and US-directed “NGOs” to meddle in Afghanistan while, deprived of its reserves, 
Afghanistan’s population descends into famine.  

 This is the reality of economic warfare and is implemented with a knowing nonchalance by the 
US. The response among western liberal-democrats to this devastation is a shrug of the shoulders. 
They can’t say it, but what they feel is that “wig-wogs” don’t really count. This has meant that none 
but the most lily-livered of objections are raised by western “powers”, including the sickly-saintly EU, 
against this savagery. But the recent refusal by China and most of the global South to join the USEU 
sanction regime against Russia – with the somewhat pathetic exception, in a desperate attempt to 
court favour, of Afghanistan! - indicates that the racist reality of liberal-democrat hegemony is well 
noted by the countries representing most of the human race.   

 The NATO eastward march and radical upgrading of its capabilities in a “Europe” defined as 
stretching to Georgia in the Caucasus has been accompanied by moves to develop a NATO-type 
surrogate infrastructure for the entire Indo-Pacific, led by the QUAD of the so-called “Pacific powers” 
of the US, India, Japan and Australia. This is being accompanied by an EU-style economic integration 
project to form a military-economic ring of steel around China, from India in the West to Japan in the 
North-East, and everything south of that. As an article in the May’s Foreign Affairs enthused:  

"NATO … can be enhanced both by welcoming Sweden and Finland ... and by tightening ties with 
critical Pacific allies—turning the NATO alliance into an essential hub of Western military 
cooperation around the globe. The recent NATO announcement on enhanced cooperation with 
Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea was a good step. This cooperation should be 
codified in NATO’s Strategic Concept at the upcoming Madrid Summit in June, and include more 
frequent military exercises and exchanges, both in Europe and the Pacific ..." 

 The project, however, is not going very well. Nevertheless, under Biden, it established some 
coherence last year through the imposition of clear Anglosphere leadership under the “Asian 
powers” of the UK, Australia and the US. This military strong-arm group, called AUKUS, necessitated 
the carving out and humiliation of France, which regarded itself as another so-called “Pacific power”. 
Biden simply cancelled a massive order for French nuclear submarines and transferred it to the US 
client, Australia, which thereby became for the first time a nuclear player in the push-back against 
China. 

 These developments occurred in tandem with the escalation of a crisis over Ukraine during 2021, 
since Biden’s assumption of the POTUS role. The sequence of events leading to the Russian decision 



to intervene militarily in Ukraine, though rarely referred to in the western media, is necessary to 
understand that drastic Russian decision.  

 A war had been ongoing in Donbas since 2014. At that time, following the Maidan coup and the 
turn of Ukraine to a radical nationalist course aligned with US anti-Russia plans, the Luhansk and 
Donetsk regions in the East declared themselves autonomous of Kiev. Although Russia refused to 
formally recognise them, the new Kiev regime launched a war to reconquer them and by sheer 
military force retook and installed military rule over half their territories by 2015. About 8,000 
people died in this first round of that war. But an ongoing low-intensity conflict has continued, 
contained by precarious ceasefire arrangements at a “contact line” negotiated through the OSCE. 
But in the period from 2015-21, a further 7,000 died. The total deaths by military action in that 
region since is comparable to those as yet in the current war, but attract no interest from the West.  

 A broad Ukrainian-Donbas accord to settle the stand-off was negotiated under the German-
French brokered “Minsk agreements”, which also allowed for limited autonomy for the “breakaway” 
regions, though within the Ukraine state. Russia agreed to the settlement, but it has never been 
implemented by Ukraine. It is known that the US greatly disfavoured the peace and encouraged the 
new Ukrainian President, Zelensky, elected in 2019 on a platform of implementing it, to ignore it, 
which he did, and to up the military pressure on its boundaries. It can only be guessed that Zelensky 
could not implement Minsk for fear of the influence of the considerable right-wing fascist-nationalist 
forces which are integrated into Ukraine’s police, army and oligarchic economy. The Ukrainian Army, 
including these elements, has been greatly modernised and expanded since 2014 through massive 
financial injections, modern armaments and training by NATO. Ukraine became effectively what 
Prof. John Mersheimer has called a “de facto NATO member” without the de jure Clause 5 automatic 
protections actual membership would confer.  

 As these facts on the ground were maturing, Russia in December 2021 called for a new legally-
binding European security agreement which would halt the Eastward advance of NATO and its 
escalating provocative military “exercises” near Russian borders. The Russians proposed a legal 
setting for this that  would end the increasing instability it was generating. It proposed as a 
negotiating stance that the disposition of NATO forces return to the “status quo” of 1997, that 
offensive nuclear weaponry be excluded from frontline eastern European states, agreements on 
arms control and rules on military “exercises”. It also proposed the “permanent neutrality” and non-
nuclear-armed status of Ukraine, whose territorial integrity as of 2014 (i.e. post-Crimea) would be 
guaranteed once the Minsk arrangements for Russian minority areas were implemented.  

 These proposals were dismissed out of hand by both Kiev and Washington, acting in lockstep, 
despite French and German leaders desperately urging them both as a workable solution. Biden 
insisted that the “full territorial integrity” of Ukraine had to be restored, that there could be no 
limitations on the freedom of states to become NATO members and that the siting of nuclear arms 
on Ukrainian territory was a matter for the “Ukraine government”. 

 It is verifiably the case that Ukraine not only refused to implement Minsk but set about preparing 
the military recapture of the Donbas. It now had a greatly re-equipped army and was confident of 
success. As Russia had not recognised the breakaway areas it would be excluded from intervening 
other than surreptitiously as long as it was trapped within the “international rules-based system”. 
While breaches of the ceasefire in the Donbas had been frequent by both sides, on 18 February 2022 
the OSCE Observer Group on the “contact line” reported what even the Guardian admitted was an 
“indisputable dramatic escalation of violence” fourteen times the level recorded at any time over 
previous months. There were over 1,000 missiles fired, with the Ukrainian side, which had amassed 
its most effective military units along the contact line, mostly responsible. The following day, on 19 
February, Zelensky attended the Munich Security Conference where he not only requested massive 
western military support to forestall a threatened Russian “all-out invasion”, but ruled out a neutral 
status for Ukraine. He strongly hinted that Ukraine intended to withdraw from the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Pact and allow the stationing of nuclear weapons on its territory. In a secret meeting at 



the fringe of the meeting, as the Wall Street Journal of 19 February revealed, Scholz urged Zelensky 
to accept the Russian formula of neutrality and implementation of Minsk as the precondition for 
peace. Zelensky, evidently emboldened by Biden’s assurances, refused. Greeted with applause by 
the NATO leaders, Zelinsky’s stance at Munich was a clear signal and final straw for Moscow. 

 Within hours of Zelensky’s statement, the Russian National Security Council called on its 
government to urgently recognise the Donbas “People’s Republics”, which implicitly meant 
undertaking to help defend their territory, including the large part of it occupied by Ukrainian forces. 
Putin had previously repeatedly refused to do this, but now, on 21 February, he did so. Three days 
later the Russian operation began, citing Article 51 of the UN Charter authorising coming to the aid 
of states under military assault. There can be little doubt that when Putin and Xi met at the closing 
ceremony of the Chinese Olympics on 4 February – which had, of course, been boycotted by the 
West (was it over the Uighers?) – and concluded a pact of “friendship without limits”, he ensured 
that if matters escalated to the point of war, Russia had its back covered.  

 Some final attempts to avert war were undertaken by the sorry leaders of France and Germany 
(though not the “EU”, which has integrated itself with NATO). There were visits to Moscow and, 
even after hostilities commenced, some long telephone conversations between Putin and the likes 
of Macron and Scholz, at their request, though not with Johnson or Biden. But the Franco-Germans 
had nothing to offer despite their best wishes. The US had established the NATO line on Putin’s 
proposed security agreement, and, themselves client states, they could simply not dissent from this. 
Putin knew he was dealing with messenger boys and while humouring them treated them 
accordingly. Why talk to the monkeys when the organ-grinder has already set the course? 

 In the long run-in to the war, the US at no stage undertook any steps that might have helped 
avert it. On the contrary, every move by Biden since his inauguration had been to escalate tensions 
and exaggerate differences. He responded to Putin’s call for talks on a new security “framework” 
with rhetoric about Ukraine’s “territorial integrity” and an insulting offer of a meeting of low-grade 
officials on marginal technical-military points. Once the war started, the US undertook no steps 
whatsoever that might have contributed to ending it. Every step it has taken has been to further 
escalate it, flooding Ukraine with $ billions in armaments of ever higher capability, providing satellite 
and other intel to directly support Ukrainian targeting and provide it with detailed information on 
Russian dispositions, and preaching the certainty of a Ukraine victory. The scale of Western weapons 
transfers since January and even before the long-range artillery now under discussion was very 
substantial: 25,000 antiaircraft weapons, 60,000 anti-tank weapons, 50 million rounds of 
ammunition, 7,000 small arms and 75,000 sets of body armour as well as extensive training by US 
and UK special forces (NYT, 19/04/22).  

 What is striking about the arms flowing into and committed to Ukraine – nearly €10bn’s worth so 
far – is the move from “defensive” to “offensive” ones. Western leaders – i.e. Biden and Johnson – 
declare that the war could go on “for months, or even years”. The nature of the latest equipment – 
long-range artillery, tanks and possibly fighter aircraft (already being sourced from countries with 
former Soviet supplies) – and the time for training crews and integrating them means that most will 
not reach the field of battle for months. It is therefore an obvious calculation that these are intended 
not for use in the immediate countering of the Russian forces, but in subsequent Ukrainian counter-
attacks to retake territory.  

 A recent article in Foreign Affairs (May 2022), the authoritative voice of the US foreign policy 
establishment, was headlined “Ukraine can win: The Case Against Compromise”. It states: 

“... The Ukrainians will, of course, pay the ultimate price for victory ... They will sacrifice a 
tremendous amount on behalf of Europe. ... If Ukraine can win, the ultimate result will be a 
weakened Russia ... This is by itself an essential outcome ... It is also important for protecting 
liberal values and ideals ... A resounding win in Ukraine would be a victory for democracy over 
authoritarianism — a chance to revitalize liberalism, as the Biden administration aims to do ... 



The United States has a window of opportunity to shift the trajectory of the war ... so that Russia 
is forced not just to stop but to fully retreat. This will require swift action and resolute vision, with 
a laser-beam focus on victory ...”  

 The US doctrine on the Ukraine war is thus that it can only be ended with a long war sucking 
Russia into an Afghanistan-like “quagmire”, as Liz Truss described it, and by Ukraine being supported 
sufficiently to win it. The New York Times (19/04/22) reported that “concerns about supplying arms 
that Russia might consider “escalatory” have ebbed — as has “the initial worry that Ukraine will use 
longer-range weapons, like jet fighters, to attack Moscow itself and set off a bigger war.” Some US 
officials, it continued, were “grappling with how much intelligence to give the Ukrainians about 
bases inside Russia” and Biden had “held back on supplying weapons that could strike Russian forces 
across the border, like rocket artillery, ground attack planes and medium range drones.” But these 
concerns were fading for, as Lt. Gen. Hodges, former U.S. commander in Europe, put it: “We have 
been deterred out of an exaggerated fear of what possibly could happen.” 

 The chaos of war will provide opportunities which can be exploited to achieve victory, given the 
ultimately overwhelming western military and economic superiority. Zelensky’s willingness to go 
along with this (for Ukraine) suicidal agenda, which can only lead to vast destruction, is explicable 
only if NATO, i.e. the US, has already assured him of ultimately intervening at the level and on the 
scale necessary to help him achieve “victory”. An article in the May issue of Foreign Affairs urges him 
to continue the war and take the destruction on the chin. A western-driven revival of Ukraine from 
the ruins can transform it from the effectively failed state it had been into a model Eastern economic 
miracle, as the Marshal Plan had done for Germany: “For models to guide him in this daunting next 
phase, he should look west and to history—specifically Germany’s." 

 The US position from the start of the conflict is reminiscent of Trotsky’s position on the March 
1918 Brest-Litovsk Treaty between the new Soviet state and Germany ending WW1 in the East. 
Lenin supported it as stabilising the state and the boundaries of Eastern Europe and providing space 
to consolidate the Bolshevik state. Trotsky had globalist ambitions to expand the Russian Revolution 
ever westwards to what he regarded as the more “civilised” proletariats of Europe, particularly 
Germany. He urged the Bolsheviks to reject the Treaty and adopt a position of “neither peace nor 
war”, so as to keep the situation in permanent turmoil and flux, enabling the revolutionary state to 
exploit any opportunities that arose from German weakness to launch Soviet forces westwards. 
Trotsky lost the argument, but there is an uncanny continuity with his thinking in the strategy of 
today’s US leadership, many of whose most extreme “neocon” radicals, such as Robert Kagan, had 
transitioned from youthful Trotskyism to central policy roles after 1991. The doctrine is one of 
permanent turmoil and then exploiting opportunities, such as latterly provided by the Ukraine crisis. 

 This is a NATO-Russia war executed on Ukrainian territory and a fight to the finish, of Ukraine at 
least. Many East European states with an animosity to Russia, goaded on by Washington, are 
effectively urging NATO to launch WW3 on their behalf. What the “West” will actually do will 
probably fall short of that, but not by very much. Imposing a no-fly zone over west Ukraine – the 
core territory of actual Ukrainian nationalism - justified by a concocted atrocity or humanitarian 
crisis, or probably a combination of both, is daily increasingly likely, with a 1961-Berlin-style standoff 
at the Dniepr or, depending on military developments, further east, and a Ukrainian rump state, 
though weakened massively economically, happily integrated into the West. Instead of the neutral, 
undestroyed, multi-aspect large Ukrainian entity on offer so recently, Zelensky seems to be happy 
with the prospects of such an outcome. Pining like many states in the Cold War over lost territories, 
such a rump Ukraine would serve as a permanent source of instability and “incidents” along the new 
East-West faultline. The very goal of a “Neither peace nor war” approach!   

 The glee among the primarily Anglosphere leaders of the West at the turn history has taken is 
palpable and barely concealed in the pronouncements of Biden and Johnson, and even of some of 
the lesser creatures of the “Western alliance”. Kagan, one of the authors of Bush’s Project for a New 
American Century and husband of Asst. Secretary of State Victoria (“Fuck the EU”) Nuland, argues in 



the May Foreign Affairs that if Russia suffers a crushing defeat in Ukraine, continued US global 
dominance will be assured.  

 After the East German communist government opened the Berlin Wall in November 1989, the 
dust had hardly settled on the openings than the West sat down to consider its options. US President 
George H. Bush was urged by his advisors, including Robert Kagan, co-author of the strategy paper, 
Project for a New American Century, to seize the opportunity to establish US “global hegemony” 
through “full-spectrum dominance”, and to begin by re-ordering the Middle East in the US interest. 
Bush, an old-style Republican, instinctively drawn to a Rooseveltian solution of great-power 
agreement, hesitated, but, as has been widely written, was finally convinced by Margaret Thatcher 
to “go for it”. Even after routing the Iraqis in the first “Gulf War”, he again hesitated about going “all 
the way to Baghdad”. The British, and the US hawks, had to content themselves with massacring the 
defeated and retreating Iraqi army from the air in the famous “turkey shoot on the road to Basra”. 
That the western side of the Ukraine war, i.e. the NATO side, has again been herded and led by a 
combined US-UK directorate is beyond dispute. While France and Germany have been on the back 
foot, having to be dragged to each new level of escalation, the general administration of the effort 
has been securely in USUK hands. As the New York Times reported (19/04/22): 

“... Much of the coordination, including how to get [Western] matériel into Ukraine, is being 
handled through the United States European Command, or Eucom, based in Stuttgart, and 
through a blandly named International Donors Coordination Center set up with the British. The 
command said that it established a “control center” to coordinate weapons and humanitarian 
assistance “from around the world” for Ukraine in early March. But it declined to discuss the 
details ...” 

 One irony of the conflict is the reaction of the US and Australia to a decision by the tiny but 
“sovereign” Solomon Islands to enter into a security arrangement with China, although it does not 
provide for the establishing of a Chinese base there. USAU is nevertheless livid, with Australian 
Prime Minister Scott Morrison declaring the threat of a Chinese base “in our region on our doorstep” 
as a “red line” and “totally unacceptable” (RT 24/04/22). So while Russia having “red lines” on hostile 
nuclear weapons being stationed on its immediate land border has no legitimacy, the USAU are 
justified in having one 2,000 km out to sea from their coastlines! 

 The EU for its part has abandoned its pretentions to any “European” security policy distinct from 
that of NATO, i.e. the US. In a letter to the Irish Times (14/03/22), Brussels resident Martin McGarry 
called on that organ to have Irish MEPs who, unlike Clare Daly and Mick Wallace, supported a 
European Parliament resolution on the Ukraine war,  

“explain the implications for Ireland of statements in the resolution of March 1st that the 
European Parliament: ‘encourages the strengthening of Nato’s enhanced forward presence in the 
Member States geographically closest to the Russian aggressor and to the conflict’; ‘calls for 
common military exercises to be launched’; ‘stresses that this attack requires the EU and Nato to 
prepare for all possibilities; welcomes, in that regard, the activation of Nato’s defence plans as 
well as the activation of the Nato response forces and their partial deployment, in addition to 
troop deployments from Nato allies including the UK, the US and Canada, in order to strengthen 
the eastern flank and deter any further Russian aggression’; ‘reiterates its call for the Member 
States to increase defence spending and ensure more effective capabilities and to make full use 
of the joint defence efforts within the European framework, notably the Permanent Structured 
Cooperation (Pesco) and the European Defence Fund, in order to strengthen the European pillar 
within Nato, which will increase the security of Nato countries and Member States alike.’  

 The Ukraine war has been described as Putin’s “war of choice”. But others had choices too, and 
they have certainly made and continue to make them. 

 



Finis Germaniae? 
 Trump, the miscreant President, at first seemed eager to scale back confrontation with Russia so 
as better to concentrate on Enemy No. 1. He also did not start any new wars and even wound up a 
few he inherited from his millenarian Democrat predecessor.  

 It is commonly said that the multi-billion-euro Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline was terminated in 
response to Russia’s “full-scale invasion” of Ukraine. But when Biden was elected US President over 
a year before, one of his first acts, while lifting Congress’s sanctions which Trump had endorsed on 
European companies involved in the pipeline, was to declare not only that the project should not go 
ahead, but “will not go ahead”. Several months later, and long before the open Ukraine crisis, it was 
announced that commissioning of the project, whose construction had been completed, had been 
“halted”, allegedly for regulatory reasons. On the day after the Russian operation commenced it was 
formally and definitively terminated on Washington’s orders. When German Chancellor Scholz came 
out to announce this, he was ashen-faced. He knows what is in store for Germany.  

 It is hardly incidental that German trade returns for 2021 showed that to be the first year in 
which its combined trade - exports and imports – with China and Russia surpassed that with the US, 
and the trajectory was going in only one direction. A Rubicon was being crossed and a tipping point 
reached, from whence there would be no return. Overnight, the situation was dramatically reversed.  

 Angela Merkel was Germany's most able leader of the 21st century. “West Germany” had been a 
Cold War backwater economically, if its front-line militarily. Its cities “Dresdened” in WW2 and its 
cultural and political prestige smashed, it was a compliant if dutiful and industrious lower-order 
element in the great Western Civilisation. In the 1990s, re-unification caused it great economic 
difficulties. But after 2000, and particularly under Merkel, its fortunes soared, as it integrated 
economically with Russia and China and resumed something of a geopolitical role, especially as a 
leader of the EU. Its greatest period of economic growth and welfare in its history appeared to have 
dawned. Commenting on this now vanished prospect, Ralph Bollmann, a German biographer of 
Merkel, noted: “We export to China and import cheap gas from Russia; that’s been the recipe for the 
German export success” (NYT 12/04/22).  

 But Merkel is now pilloried as the person who, by her attempts at an accommodation with 
Russia, is responsible for the current war. Many German media commentators, intimidated by the 
moral lecturing of Zelensky and the Anglo-Saxon leaders of the Free World, whose countries have 
traded little with Russia, have capitulated. Political figures have come out with their hands up to 
declare “mea culpa” as many, especially from the Green-Liberal side, raise Germany’s “moral duty” 
to cease importing Russian gas. Germany has been commanded to “take a hit for democracy”. As 
one German minister, Robert Habeck, intoned: “We will pay a price … We will become poor and 
society will have to shoulder this.” (Irish Times, 24/04/22) 

 A former German government minister stated: “Not only is the post-Cold War order crumbling in 
front of our eyes, so are the strategies deployed by Germany and France." (France24, 05/04/2022). A 
leading Christian Democrat, Friedrich Merz, wants Germany to arm Ukraine to re-establish its “full 
territorial integrity” and castigated Chancellor Scholz for “endangering the unity of the international 
community” by wavering on this and on an EU oil and gas import embargo  (FAZ 15/04/22). The 
pressure on Scholz has been enormous, with the radical-Atlanticist Spiegel (23/04/22) screaming 
from its front cover: “What Are You Afraid Of, Mr Scholz?”  

 The pressure on Germany has been driven by US and Ukrainian radicalism in escalating the war. 
An influential former US Ambassador to Germany, John Kornblum, warned that “German pacifism 
runs very deep” and that while “German illusions may have shattered, … its traumas about Russia 
and the [Second World] War”, which accounted for its “neurotic relationship with Russia”, had not 
(NYT 12/04/22). Ukraine’s bellicose Ambassador to Berlin, Andriy Melnyk, has driven home his 
advantage, relentlessly savaging “spineless” and “cowardly” German leaders and accusing Merkel’s 



CDU-SPD Coalitions of the past for having spun “spider’s webs” with Russia that had enabled it 
launch its “war of extermination”. Parading pictures of the very useful alleged Russian atrocities in 
Bucha, he intoned plaintively, “What does it take for Germany to act?” (Spiegel 18/04/22).  

 The US-supported Ukrainian propaganda offensive against Germany reached a high-point when 
Zelinsky, who has zoom-addressed any and every parliament or gallery of rogues anywhere in the 
world who were willing to host him (and most of them don’t want to be left out of the World Tour), 
declared German President Walter Steinmeier “unwelcome” in Ukraine. He said he would refuse to 
meet him if he arrived in Kyiv. He also lambasted the “cowardly” Germans for dragging their feet on 
supplying heavy offensive weaponry and resisting an EU-wide gas import ban.  

 But French President Emmanuel Macron too has been damned by the Ukrainians for being “on 
the wrong side of history” in daring to speak with Putin in the early days of the war to explore a basis 
for peace. France had already been humiliated by Biden in 2021 when he launched NATO’s 
expansion into Asia, the AUKUS military alliance against China, from which France was not only 
excluded but its previous contract to supply Australia with nuclear-enabled submarines unilaterally 
cancelled by the US in favour of Britain.  

 That NATO was an Anglo-Saxon world force was rarely so clearly demonstrated. The current crisis 
has revealed the real leadership of Europe as not the reviled leaders of France and Germany, but the 
king of Brexit Britain himself. With his support for ever more radical NATO weapons deliveries and 
conflict escalation, Boris Johnson is fawned upon not only by Zelensky – who calls him “Ukraine’s 
best friend” - but by leaders across Eastern Europe (with the honourable exception of Hungary).  

 Whatever the outcome of the current war, Germany and France will be greatly reduced entities, 
economically and politically, and the “EU” barely visible at all. A German business leader, who as 
head of KPMG Germany can be seen as a USUK voice in the castle, has stated that the costs of Brexit 
had already been “enormous”. But the Ukraine war necessitated quickly agreeing not only a new US 
Free Trade Agreement (“TTIP 2.0”) and implementing the Canadian deal, CETA, which had stalled 
due to EU member-state resistance, but, most immediately, “renegotiating” the Brexit Treaty as, 
with the war, “the goal must be a much more integrated Europe, inclusive of Great Britain, from both 
an economic and security perspective” (Spiegel Manager Magazine, 01/04/22).  

 Despite the demonisation of Germany and France, the “EU” leadership in Brussels, led by the 
feminist Ursula von der Leyen, has managed to steer closer to the militant line of the Anglosphere 
NATO leaders. Meeting Zelensky in Kyiv on 15 April, she  called for the economic destruction of 
Russia, prophesising that “Russia will descend into economic, financial and technological decay while 
Ukraine marches towards a European future” (Euronews 16/04/22). But she did not elaborate on 
what bright economic future there was for a Europe cut off from its Russian hinterland and 
subordinated to an Anglosphere-led “West”.  

 The crisis has in fact derailed the notion of the EU as anything other than a support arm of NATO. 
Former German Minister Kleine-Brockhoff  has conceded that the Ukraine war means that NATO is 
the only game in town, telling France24 (05/04/2022): "We’ve seen that the defence of Europe is not 
Europe, it’s NATO … That’s the conclusion from everything we’re seeing. The solution to our security 
problem lies in Western unity – not in fantasies of European armies that will never become true.” 
Brussels has been binned by Washington: do they even bother to ring Ursula? 

 The enormous “moral” pressure on Germany from USUK/Zelensky notwithstanding, some sane 
German minds are rebelling at the demands to commit economic suicide by accepting an EU ban on 
imported Russian gas. Germany’s sources of energy, foodstuffs and metals in the East are being shut 
down, reducing it to a supplicant of the US for much more expensive versions of the same materials, 
whose supply will be sourced and managed by Washington. The future of Germany in the new world 
order envisaged by the US seems to be to return it to the diminished role its western part played in 
the Cold War. While the craven commentators who dominate the German media, as well as German 



neo-conservative economists, have dutifully described a gas ban as “manageable” and a “moral 
imperative”, some voices are emerging in the real economy to warn of what it means.  

 Minister-President Markus Söder of Bavaria has said that Germany “stood on the brink of social 
and economic overload … If we stop gas from Russia overnight, we will experience mass 
unemployment, social decline and democratic upheaval”, with the “middle class” (i.e. the mass of the 
population) being sucked into an “undertow of decline” (WAZ 10/04/22). The chief executive of 
chemicals giant BASF, which employs 50,000, warned of “economic disaster” as “cheap Russian 
energy has been the basis of our industry’s competitiveness.” Another industry leader, the head of 
the Otto Fuchs Group which employs 10,000 and supplies engineered components throughout 
industry, declared that turning off Russian gas or even reducing supplies would be a "catastrophe" as 
chemical and steel plants cannot simply turn furnaces on and off. It would lead to mass “shut-
downs” and permanent closures across the most productive sectors of industry (Spiegel 
International, 05.04.2022). The Bundesbank estimates that an immediate gas embargo would cost 
Germany €180bn and collapse production by 5 per cent, pushing “the German economy into one of 
the biggest post-financial crisis recessions, as overall GDP would shrink by 2 per cent.” (Irish Times 
23/04/22). In a rare joint statement reflecting the depth of the threat, German employer and union 
leaders declared on 17 April that the hit to the German economy from a gas import ban would be 
“far more than in Russia” and cause “a halt of production, further deindustrialisation and permanent 
job losses.” 

 But maybe German deindustrialisation would not be such a bad outcome for the already 
deindustrialised and envious Anglosphere NATO leaders? Whatever the outcome of the current war, 
it is certain that Germany and France will be reduced nations, economically and politically. The 
unconcealed glee of the Anglosphere leaders at how things are turning out geopolitically is nowhere 
in evidence in Paris or Berlin. While America can no longer dominate the globe – though that will 
remain its messianic objective – there is no doubt it will dominant and unchallenged control of its 
shrunken “western” bit, a dominance it had been steadily losing. The economic threat from Germany 
through its successful economic integration with Russia has been halted.  

 Germany is expected to militarise its economy to “confront Russia”, with Scholz initiating an 
“epochal turn” (Zeitenwende) to massively increase its military budget to €70 bn (2% of GDP) and 
end its policy of not supplying weapons to warzones (except of course to Israel). This is nearly twice 
what France spends annually and will make Germany the third highest military spender in the world 
and the largest “conventional” military in Europe (NYT 12/04/22).  But this will have little economic 
stimulus effect, as it would in the military parasite economies of Britain and America, as most of it is 
earmarked not to buy German industrial-military product but nuclear-capable planes and other 
lethal gadgetry from the US and UK! Nor will it replace Germany’s lost economic power with political 
punch. As the loser of WW2, Germany remains excluded from possessing nuclear weapons.  

 The German media was shocked by Zelinsky’s insulting of President Steinmeier, with even its 
slavishly pro-Western elements calling it a “diplomatic affront”. For all the moral pressure on a 
“Dresdened” Germany, it is in Germany that a European fight-back might start. Former US 
Ambassador Kornblum is certainly worried, warning that Germany’s “neurotic relationship with 
Russia” based on a misguided war guilt (sic) meant that “German pacifism” was probably only “on 
pause for the moment” and “will return in full force as soon as the shooting stops” (NYT 12/04/22). 

 

   

 


